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Another semester has come and gone, and after the record-breaking snowfall we’ve had this 
winter in Boston, I’m sure all of us are ready for some fun in the sun. So far, 2015 has been a year 
of change. And change is good! As a magazine, we continue to evolve and change. Last year we 
brought you blurbs and a new website. In this issue, we include polls and surveys to get a better 
sense of what our readers think. More than ever, Asian and Asian American issues have come to 
the forefront in the United States. This fall, ABC unveiled its diverse lineup of family sitcoms that 
includes “Modern Family,” “Black-ish, “Cristela,” and “Fresh off the Boat.” As racial diversity on 
television increases, so have interracial romances, with couples such as John Cho and Karen Gil-
lian in “Selfie” and Ki Hong Lee and Ellie Kemper in “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt.” This issue of 
GA not only looks at the changing dynamics of race on television, but the dynamics of power and 
its associations with wealth and status that shape the contemporary world. Our writers provide 
their take on the abuse of power by chaebols in South Korea and the difficulties domestic work-
ers face in Hong Kong. In the hustle and bustle of our lives, we often forget to take a breather and 
revisit some of our other passions. During these times, we can look to the couple who decided 
to leave the comforts of their high-paying jobs to travel around the world for a year as inspiration. 
We also have an interview with the extremely talented author Marjorie Liu, who passed the bar 
but followed her passion for writing. As you can already tell, our Spring 2015 issue is filled with in-
teresting, thought-provoking things to read and fun, pretty things to look at. I truly hope you enjoy 
cozying up with a copy of GA on Sev Green as we bask in the glorious warmth of summer.

Best,

Shan 

DEAR READERS,

cover photo courtesy of www.andybasileinsight.com 
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Published twice per year and distributed free of charge, GenerAsians (GA) is dedicated to raising campus 
awareness of social, cultural, and political issues affecting Asians and Asian Americans. GA also hosts sev-
eral events a year to further its purpose of educating the community and strengthening multicultural ties.  

GenerAsians was founded by Michelle Cheuk ’00 in the spring of 1997. With financial as-
sistance from several Asian student organizations and a staff of only 10 students, Gen-
erAsians released their first issue in May of 1997. The magazine has since established it-
self as one of the college’s major student publications, with a readership that comprises a 
diversity of students, faculty, and staff. GenerAsians is now entering its eighteenth year of publication!
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THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THE WORLD IS 
growing more globalized and interconnected.  When 
something happens in one country, the effects of the 
event will be felt elsewhere. When The Interview was 
released on December 25, 2014, few people pre-
dicted its explosion. However, it demanded not only 
local attention but also the notice of several world 
leaders. While Sony Entertainment got the brunt of 
the blow as a target of a massive system hack and 
heavy criticism from the public, Hollywood, and oth-
er countries for the release of such a controversial 

movie, The Interview raised questions not only about 
international diplomacy but also freedom of speech 
as well.

The discussion began in June 2014, when North 
Korea expressed its concerns regarding the release 
of The Interview. Directed by Seth Rogen and Evan 
Goldberg, the movie stars James Franco and Seth 
Rogen as two journalists and Randall Park as Kim 
Jong-un. In the film, Franco and Rogen’s charac-
ters are sent to North Korea to assassinate its lead-
er. This action comedy resulted in a great deal of 

avanti prasanna ‘17http://static5.businessinsider.com/image/549b6fad6bb3f7101d0a020e-1200-924/the-interview-movie-poster-13.jpg

INTERVIEW
AND SONY ENTERTAINMENT HACK

THE
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drama on the world stage. 
North Korea remarked that 
creating a movie like The In-
terview was a “blatant act of 
terrorism and war.” The fol-
lowing month, North Korea’s 
UN ambassador reaffirmed 
government sentiments to-
wards this film. However, most of 
the international community did 
not listen to their threats, citing 
that North Korea had a history of 
making hostile remarks to which 
they never committed. While Sony 
Entertainment obliged with some 
edits to the movie, The Interview 
was still not actively pulled from 
the release track for 2014.

The November 2014 Sony En-
tertainment cyber attacks were 
committed by a group of hackers 
known as the Guardians of Peace 
(GOP). Large masses of confiden-
tial information were released on 
November 24, 2014. This informa-
tion included personal information 
about employees and families, 

such as emails, personal salaries, 
and even copies of unreleased 
films. The emails included private 
information about deals and ne-
gotiations about various movies 
between actors, producers and 
the like, resulting in considerable 
scandal. One particularly inter-
esting email correspondence be-
tween the CEO of Sony Pictures 
Entertainment, Michael Lynton, 
and RAND Corporation defense 
analyst Bruce Bennett suggested 
that the U.S. government want-
ed the movie to be released. In 
particular, they wanted the scene 
of Kim Jong-Un’s death to be 
shown, in the hopes that it would 
incite a revolution of sorts in South 
Korea and prompt action against 

the atrocities of its northern 
counterpart. The Guard-
ians of Peace announced 
that one of their objectives 
was to get The Interview 
pulled from theaters. While 
the North Korean govern-
ment denied being involved 

with the hack, many continued to 
believe that they played a role in 
hacking Sony Entertainment.

At this time, Sony Entertain-
ment still stood their ground about 
keeping the movie on track for 
release. However, they became 
more hesitant on this stance as 
Guardians of Peace threatened to 
attack the movie theaters that re-
leased the film. This resulted in the 
film’s New York Premiere being 
cancelled, and, one by one, ma-
jor movie theaters like AMC and 
Regal Cinemas delayed or can-
celed their screenings of the film. 
All public appearances by Rogen 
and Franco were cancelled and 
all media advertising was pulled 

GENERASIANS MAGAZINE Spring 2015
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“ 
OVERALL, THE DRAMA, 

THREATS, AND INTERNATIONAL RE-
ACTIONS TO THE INTERVIEW ULTI-
MATELY DEMONSTRATE THE INTER-
CONNECTEDNESS OF OUR WORLD. ” 
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as well. On December 17th, Sony Entertainment Pic-
tures officially pulled the movie from any release, stat-
ing that they wanted to protect their employees as 
well as moviegoers from any possible harm.

The cancellation of The Interview caused a wide 
range of reactions. Other movies that were similar in 
nature were pulled from production. Many criticized 
Sony Pictures for cancelling the release of the film, 
as they felt that it was unfair for American freedom of 
speech and creative expression to be threatened by 
a foreign country. President Obama added, “We can-
not have a society in which some dictator in some 
place can start imposing censorship in the United 
States.” 

While there was temporary belief that the movie 
would never be released, Sony Entertainment an-
nounced just a few days later that they planned to 
release the film on Google Play, Xbox Video, and 
YouTube on December 24, 2014. Almost 300 the-
aters, most of which were independent, also agreed 
to show the film. While it was a bumpy start, the re-
lease of the movie was considered a huge victory. 
The hype and drama surrounding the release of the 
film ended up causing more publicity, and many peo-
ple tuned in on Christmas Day to watch the film that 
had sparked so much international press. 

As of January 20, 2015, The Interview earned more 

than $40 million from online sales and rentals. While 
the movie just broke even, the fact that it even earned 
this much is a miracle in some respects. The Inter-
view illustrated the influence that countries have on 
one another. Freedom of speech was severely threat-
ened due to outside influences, something seen even 
in the Charlie Hebdo attack in Paris. Had the film 
been made about an American president, it would 
have elicited a comparable reaction. In fact, the U.S. 
Government responded in a similar fashion to Death 
of a President (2006), a movie featuring the fiction-
al murder of President George W. Bush. That being 
said, this movie ended up winning multiple awards in 
the UK. Overall, the drama, threats, and international 
reactions to The Interview ultimately demonstrate the 
interconnectedness of our world. 

So in the end, what was the movie really like? 
Due to the large amount of press this movie gar-

nered regarding potentially distasteful humor, I did 
not begin this movie with much high hopes. I felt 
that the movie was definitely funny at times, but I felt 
that it was also filled with too much slapstick, cheap 
humor. The writing was not very memorable and I 
spent most of the movie waiting for it to be over. In 
the end, the biggest joke was that such an uninter-
esting, tasteless movie was able to cause so much 
international publicity and tension.

http://static.businessinsider.com/image/547f5588ecad041404002b33/image.jpg

http-//www.scmp.com/sites/default/files/styles/980w/public/2015/01/05/sh-stampede-
prayers.jpg?itok=VOTAok0N
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THE 
SHANGHAI 
STAMPEDE

ruyi li ‘16
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ONLY SEVEN MINUTES re-
mained until the arrival of the New 
Year. The joy and anticipation of 
the 300,000 people congregated 
on Shanghai’s famous riverfront—
known as the Bund—to witness 
the free laser show was palpable. 
Yet, the emotions of this crowd 
soon escalated into horror when 
a sudden stampede occurred. It 
resulted in serious injuries for 49 
individuals in addition to the trag-
ic deaths of 36 others. According 
to eyewitness accounts, victims 
mainly fell on the stairway to the 
riverside promenade when move-
ment of the crowd from above and 
below suddenly overwhelmed the 
people trapped on the steps. 

My own experience of this chill-
ing event now seems like a close 
shave in retrospect; that night after 
dinner at a restaurant in the area, 
my family had forgone joining this 
crowd. Instead, we returned home, 
but only because we hadn’t worn 
enough clothes to brace ourselves 
for standing in the cold an addi-
tional hour. Though I passed the 
night unscathed, it brings me sor-
row now to know that others were 
not so fortunate.

For the rest of the world, 
Shanghai upholds a reputation 
of sophistication and modernity 
as one of the major cities in Chi-
na. It has hosted events on a far 
greater scale:  in 2010, Shanghai 
affirmed its status as a promising 
global center by running a major 
World Expo, which had a turn-
out of 73 million people. The city 
is by no means a stranger to the 
management and organization of 
large numbers of people. Yet how 
is it that the avoidable tragedy of 
this stampede could have come 
to pass in such an advanced and 
cosmopolitan destination?

 The official reasons are 
easy enough to pinpoint—all 
you have to do is scan the news 

headlines to see announcements 
of fired Shanghai officials in the 
wake of the tragedy. Investigations 
into responsibility resulted in the 
dismissal of top officials from the 
Huangpu District. The big-shots 
include Zhou Wei, the district’s 
Communist Party secretary, and 
Peng Song, the head of the dis-
trict government. In addition, nine 
other district officials also received 
similar punishments. 

Most notably, the Chinese gov-
ernment has chosen to push the 

principle culpability on the local 
district government, most likely 
in order to divert blame from the 
larger city municipal government. 
More directly, the failure to main-
tain order on New Years Eve origi-
nated from the minimal number of 
law enforcement personnel pres-
ent at the time. Unsurprisingly, 600 
people can hardly do much to reg-
ulate a crowd 500 times its size. 

This attempt to appease the 
victims’ families, however, per-
haps only did more to incense 
their rage at the circumstances of 
security negligence. Several local 
Chinese media sources released 

further reports of the aforemen-
tioned Zhou Wei and Peng Song 
dining lavishly that night at an ex-
pensive Japanese Restaurant in 
the area. At their banquet—now 
labeled corrupt and in violent dis-
regard of Communist Party leader 
Xi Jinping’s call for frugality—the 
bill eventually amounted to 2,700 
yuan (about $450). It was charged 
to an unofficial account. 

My own instinctive response 
was to doubt the total sincerity of 
the government’s actions. I sus-
pected that the punished officials 
had become a scapegoat for the 
larger city government. Xi perhaps 
even supported the move in order 
to preserve the global image of 
Shanghai in the international com-
munity. When you live in Shang-
hai, the buzz of conversation sur-
rounding such an incident only 
further affirms the cynicism and 
skepticism with which the nation’s 
citizens sometimes treat official 
sources of information. 

For example, no one would ever 
put in an official news report an 
account of the widespread pub-
lic suspicion surrounding the truth 
of the official death count report-
ed in every news source. After all, 
no one can come up with any real 
proof that the higher-ups put a cap 
on the number of casualties that 
media sources are allowed to re-
port to the public. Nevertheless, 
the spawning of such ridiculous 
speculations suggests underlying 
tensions fighting to bubble to the 
surface. Who can you place your 
trust in to deliver the truth, if not 
your own government? 

The handling of the stampede 
crisis has itself become a contro-
versy. Yet, it is also invigorating 
to witness the call for change in 
security and management proce-
dures. Relatively unbiased public 
mediums free of the government’s 
control have taken up the task. In 

IT RESULTED 
IN SERIOUS 
INJURIES 

FOR 49 INDI-
VIDUALS IN 
ADDITION TO 
THE TRAGIC 
DEATHS OF 

36 OTHERS.”

“
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these, we can see the expressions 
of sincere concern and the wish for 
a safer and better-managed urban 
center.  

The Global Times, which not-
ed some netizens’ criticism of 
migrants from other regions over-
crowding the bund area, directed 
attention to the real issue at hand: 
“The stampede…has exposed 
problems such as city manage-
ment and emergency responses…
[debates about insiders and out-
siders should not] divert our at-
tention from the real issues.” The 
incident has ignited discussions 
over urban management. It has 
also brought intense scrutiny upon 
inadequate safety measures and 
emergency responses by officials. 

Rage over the stampede trage-
dy has spilled over to cause critical 
reception even on a national level, 
especially as Internet users dis-
sected the recent handling of an-
other tragedy in Harbin. Five young 
firefighters—all aged between 18 
and 22—lost their lives attempting 
to salvage a burning warehouse. 
In particular, netizens accused offi-
cials of manipulating reports of the 
incident to emphasize their own 
accomplishments and compe-
tence in handling the situation. 

Beijing Youth Daily character-

ized the political press release as 
a “cold official report [that]…fails 
to distinguish between providing 
important information to the pub-
lic and making an official work re-
port…this attitude demonstrates 
that the officials involved only care 
about pleasing their superiors, 
while the general public and lead-
ers of the firefighters receive little 
concern.” 

The writer insinuates that the 
government officials have failed 
the people of China once again. 
These online news forums have 
bolstered the desire for fundamen-
tal change in officials’ attitudes to-
wards the general public in fulfilling 
their social and political responsi-
bilities for the people. However, 
the Chinese government typically 
maintains a tight reign on any in-
formation revealed concerning 
controversial topics, so the only 
real way to circumvent censorship 
is through methods such as virtual 
private networks (VPNs) and proxy 
servers. News sources within Chi-
na also face the unavoidable risk 
of punishment at the hands of the 
government if they overstep the 
boundaries by too much. 

Meanwhile, the families of the 
victims themselves must still con-
tend with the aftermath of the 

stampede. According to CNN Chi-
na, the families of 36 people were 
“compensated,” with each family 
receiving 800,000 yuan ($129,000) 
each. Furthermore, the additional 
49 people injured on New Years 
Even would also receive some 
form of “payout” determined by 
degree of severity of the injury. 

In the month following the stam-
pede, all of the skyscrapers be-
longing to the nighttime skyline of 
the bund extinguished their lights 
to express condolence. The obser-
vation deck of the bund remained 
eerily empty. It appeared devoid of 
the usual combination of wander-
ing tourists and strolling citizens. 
Acknowledgment of the personal 
tragedy of the dead and injured 
has enforced an indefinite period 
of mourning at the site itself. How-
ever, the only real atonement for 
the unjustifiable tragedy can be the 
guarantee that such an event will 
never come to pass again. 

While it is certainly encouraging 
to see in social media and news 
forums the reflection of opinions 
supporting the sentiments of the 
general public, the true desire 
to change must ultimately come 
through the cooperation of the na-
tion’s government itself. 

tim
e.

co
m
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NUT RAGE!?
  

HOW A BAG OF NUTS UNVEILED THE 
CHAEBOLS AND EXECUTIVE CRIMES  

ON DECEMBER 5TH, 2014, 
Heather Cho (also known by her 
Korean name Cho Hyun-ah), vice 
president of Korean Air and the 
daughter of its chairman, made 
global headlines after forcing the 
pilot to turn one of her planes 
back to the gate in order to kick 
the chief steward, Park Chang-
jin, off the plane. She demand-
ed he get off because of his lack 
of knowledge of the proper food 
service procedures in first-class, 
which he was questioned about 
after a flight attendant Kim Do-
hee incorrectly served Cho mac-
adamia nuts in a bag, instead of 
on a plate. The plane, which had 
been set to leave John F. Ken-
nedy Airport at New York, was 
delayed by about 20 minutes. 
Korean Air eventually issued an 
apology after the incident was 
leaked to the media, but rational-
ized her actions by stating it was 
Ms. Cho’s job as the vice presi-
dent in charge of in-flight service 
to inspect cabin services.

The incident sparked public 
criticism due to her high-handed 
attitude, the verbal and physical 
abuse towards the chief steward 

and flight attendant, the way she 
forced the plane to return to the 
gate, and the insincerity laced in 
the company’s apology. Her out-
burst also prompted the govern-
ment to investigate whether she 
had violated any aviation laws. 
South Korean aviation laws for-
bid passengers from acts that 
could endanger a plane’s safety, 
and it was reported that Ms. Cho 
screamed at the steward, forced 
him to kneel, and even hit him 
several times with various ob-
jects. Plus, her delaying the de-
parture of the plane and forcing 
it back to the gate could also vi-
olate both South Korean and in-
ternational aviation laws, as nor-
mally only the captain is allowed 
to do so in cases of emergency. 

The airline drew further criti-
cism when the steward revealed 
that it pressured the crewmem-
bers into lying to government in-
vestigators. The airline presented 
him with a script to read to inves-
tigators and coerced him sever-
al times to revise his accounts 
whenever he was being ques-
tioned. Separately, it was also 
revealed that an official from the 

transport ministry who was in-
vestigating the incident had been 
leaking details of the investiga-
tion to Korean Air officials.

The growing criticism and pub-
lic pressure eventually caused 
Heather Cho to initially resign, 
with her father, the chairman, 
later stripping her of all jobs and 
titles in his conglomerate and 
issuing a public apology for her 
behavior.

However, even her full resigna-
tion has not quelled public out-
rage and criticism. On December 
30th, 2014, she was arrested for 
violation of the country’s aviation 
laws, coercion, and interference 
in the execution of duty. Her trial 
concluded with the judge sen-
tencing her to jail for a year for vi-
olating aviation safety laws which 
interfered with other planes at the 
airport and created the possibil-
ity of a collision. Although light-
er than the three years jail time 
that the prosecution had pushed 
for, legal experts still state that 
her sentence was harsher than it 
normally would have been. The 
judge refused to accept her let-
ters of apology to the court, as 

soo bin yang ‘18

https://thenypost.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/20141212_zaf_n39_066.jpg
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he believed she did not show 
enough remorse for the incident, 
commenting she had treated the 
flight “as if it was her own private 
plane.”

This incident, which has since 
been dubbed “nut rage,” sparked 
public outrage and debate on 
the operations and corruption 
of family-run conglomerates, or 
chaebols.  Chaebols own nu-
merous enterprises in different 
industries and have several mo-
nopolies. They make up a large 
portion of the Korean economy, 
and often have enough power to 
impact and control Korean poli-
tics as well. 

Most chaebols started to build 
themselves during the 1950s af-
ter many Korean businessmen 
obtained assets of Japanese 
businesses, following the depar-
ture of the Japanese post-WWII. 
The cooperation between these 
chaebols and the government in 
the 1960s helped to accelerate 
economic growth and pushed 
South Korea towards industri-
alization. In order to facilitate 
economic growth following the 
Korean War, after which both 
the North and South were dev-
astated, the South Korean gov-
ernment gave several special 
privileges to the chaebol. This 
continued into the 1990s, when 
President Kim Young-sam finally 
began to challenge the chaebol 
and the weakness of a system in 
which the economy rests in the 
hands of a few select minorities. 
It wasn’t until the Asian financial 
crisis in 1997 that people began 
to accept the weaknesses of 
the chaebol system. Since then, 
each president has tried to reign 
in the chaebols, with the most re-
cent being President Park Geun-
hye, who has finally been pre-

sented with an opportunity to put 
her plans into action.

Chaebols control a large frac-
tion of the Korean economy and 
account for most of South Ko-
rea’s export revenues. Some of 
the most notable chaebols are 
the Samsung group, the Hyund-
ai group, and the LG group. Al-
though there are far more groups 
than the three listed, such as the 
Hanjin group that controls Kore-
an Air, these are the three most 
internationally recognized chae-
bols with total value and assets 
amounting to hundreds of billions 
of dollars. 

With all the money and power 
that the chaebols have, it is no 
wonder that there is so much 
abuse of power and high-hand-
edness within these groups. 
These groups often commit a 
variety of white-collared crimes, 
ranging from embezzlement to 
bribery, and because they are so 
powerful, there is rarely any ev-
idence found against the chae-
bol. Even when evidence is found 
and members of the chaebol are 
convicted, the offenders in ques-
tion are often pardoned or serve 
little to no jail time. These par-
dons occur mainly due to brib-
ery, power politics, and in some 
cases, because of the economic 
importance of the convicted, as 
was deemed for Hyundai Mo-
tor Chairman Chung Mong-koo, 
whose three-year sentence was 
suspended in exchange for a $1 
billion donation to charity and 
community service. 

That is to say, even though 
there are laws in place to restrict 
chaebol behavior, they are often 
not heavily enforced and target 
the management of the groups, 
rather than the illegal behavior of 
these wealthy families. 

South Korean politicians have 
responded to the recent public 
outrage by considering passing 
new laws that would restrict the 
chaebol from abusing its power 
and punish them appropriately if 
corruption is discovered. 

The new law proposed in the 
national assembly, called “Con-
glomerates Ethical Management 
Special Law,” nicknamed the 
Cho Hyun-ah law, was created 
to target and punish illegal and 
high-handed behavior within the 
chaebol. The bill proposes to ban 
chaebol members from working 
at their companies for at least 
five years if they are convicted of 
a crime. The ruling Saenuri par-
ty’s lawmaker and sponsor of 
the bill Kim Yong-nam encour-
aged a consensus over the law 
following the nut rage incident, 
stating “there have been calls to 
a systematic tool to police heavy 
handedness by chaebol mem-
bers of the family, and stop [them] 
from being able to participate in 
management, just because they 
are relatives.” 

Although the South Korean 
President Park Geun-hye has 
long been trying to challenge 
the power of the chaebol and 
the public’s resentment towards 
them has increased, there is still 
doubt whether the law can be 
passed because criticism has 
been mounted on the law by 
the Federation of Korean Indus-
tries, a lobby group for the chae-
bol, and parliament is currently 
controlled by the conservative, 
business-friendly Saenuri par-
ty. However, if passed, the law 
would be the first to specifically 
target high-handedness within 
the chaebol, and could lead 
the way to more laws that restrict 
abuse of power by the chaebol.
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BANGLADESH CONFISCATES GOLD FROM 

NORTH KOREAN DIPLOMAT WORTH MILLIONS

ON MARCH 6, 2015, CUSTOMS OFFICIALS OF BAN-
gladesh confiscated around 59lbs of gold bars and gold orna-
ments from Son Young-nam, the first secretary at the 
North Korean embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 

Mr. Son initially refused to allow customs to scan or 
check his luggage, citing diplomatic immunity and own-
ership of a red passport, which is issued for and used by 
individuals who travel for government business, but do 
not have diplomatic status. 

After more than four hours of resistance, he gave in and 
allowed them to open his luggage, in which 59lbs of gold, 
worth around $1.67 million, were found.

As the diplomat had been told beforehand that more than 
4.4 lbs of gold could not be brought into the country, the dip-
lomat’s actions were seen as intentional and demonstrating 
intention to smuggle.

Although he was released under the Vienna Convention, 
Bangladeshi authorities plan to pursue charges and prosecute 
Mr. Son for smuggling.
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CRICKET IS THE SECOND MOST POPULAR SPORT IN 
THE world after football, and with a fan base of 2-3 billion people, one would expect 
similar if not the same amount of viewership for the International Cricket Council (ICC) 
World Cup 2015. The 11th ICC World Cup, which spans from February 14 to March 
29, 2015, is being hosted by Australia and New Zealand for the second time in world 
cup history. Some of the countries playing include England, South Africa, Pakistan, 
Zimbabwe, and Afghanistan. Cricket consists of 2 teams with 11 players each on a 
large circular field with a 22-yard long rectangular pitch in the middle. Points in the 
game are called “runs” and can be collected in “singles,” “boundaries” (4 runs), or 
“sixers” (6 runs). The format of the ICC World Cup is 50-over One-Day Internation-
als (ODIs). In addition, the 14 teams are split into two groups with 7 teams in each, 
allowing each team to play at least 6 matches of round-robin-style games. One-
Day Internationals (ODIs) are a limited format of a normal cricket game that take 

place over one day where each team has a max of 50 overs to make the maximum number of runs. Each 
over is a set of 6 balls, in which a single bowler pitches the ball. The first team to get the most runs or knock 
down the other team’s wickets (3 large stumps located at each end of the long rectangular pitch) wins the 
match. ODIs contrast with the other longer format of the game, the Test series, which span over a couple of 
days. In the Test series, the winner is the team with the greater number of runs. Preference for ODIs over Test 
Series is based on the fast-paced, quickness of an ODI, where a winner is declared by the end of the day. The 
11th ICC World Cup hosts 14 teams who will play 49 games over a 44-day period. The reigning champion is 
India, who won the 10th ICC World Cup hosted in India, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh. The winner of the tour-

INTERNATIONAL CRICKET WORLD CUPavanti prasanna ‘17

soo bin yang ‘18
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nament will be awarded a 
prize of $3,975,000. The 
final match will take place 
at the Melbourne Cricket  

  Grounds.
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FOREIGN DOMESTIC WORKERS 
IN HONG KONG

ON THE FEBRUARY 9, 2015, HONG KONGER LAW WAN-TUNG WAS FOUND GUILTY OF 18 
of 20 charges pressed against her by Indonesian foreign domestic worker Erwiana Sulistyaningsih. The 
charges included those of assault and criminal intimidation, and surfaced after Law was accused of phys-
ically abusing Sulistyaningsih. Two weeks later, Law was sentenced to six years in prison. 

Sulistyaningsih’s case was brought to international attention when she was found with various injuries 
upon her return to Indonesia in February 2014 after suffering eight months of abuse at the hands of for-
mer employer Law. Ever since it reached international headlines, the case has highlighted the lack of legal 
protection for foreign domestic workers (FDWs) as well as the social stigma they face in Hong Kong. Most 
contentious of all is the ‘live-in’ rule that stipulates FDWs must live in their employers’ residences; FDW 
rights groups have long pointed out that such a rule makes FDWs vulnerable to abuse. Since the con-
clusion of Law’s trial, the Hong Kong government still has not made any changes to the ‘live-in’, drawing 
criticism from groups such as the Asian Migrants Coordinating Body.  However, it is important to realize 
that a myriad of factors—employment agencies in Southeast Asian countries, the privatization of the FDW 
sector and lack of government regulations, as well as ingrained racism—all contribute to the hardships 
FDWs face in Hong Kong. 

kendra cui ‘18

SULISTYANINGSIH’S CASE WAS NOT AN ISOLATED ONE—
NGOS SUCH AS ‘MISSION FOR MIGRANT WORKERS’ HAVE 
MADE IT CLEAR THAT THERE ARE MANY MORE CASES OF 
ABUSE THAT DO NOT GO REPORTED. OFTEN, SUCH CASES RE-
GARDING ABUSE GO UNREPORTED BECAUSE FDWS FACE THE 
RISK OF BEING FIRED AS MEANS OF RETALIATION.”

“ 

http://40.media.tumblr.com/51180afee2e63654d63f10f37a925449/tumblr_ngajjuAA0W1sc1ik5o1_1280.jpg
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WHO ARE FOREIGN DOMESTIC WORKERS?

Around 300,000 FDWs—mostly women employed from South and Southeast Asian countries such as In-
donesia, the Philippines, Vietnam and Thailand—are employed in Hong Kong. Workers from Indonesia and the 
Philippines in particular comprise nearly the entire population of Hong Kong FDWs. FDWs are hired to perform 
domestic chores, such as taking care of children, elderly, cooking and cleaning. As Hong Kong does not have 
labor laws stipulating maximum working hours for local workers, many Hong Kongers—especially middle and 
upper-middle class employees—work overtime and find the service of FDWs indispensable. FDWs are paid 
around 500 USD per month—lower than the minimum wage for Hong Kongers. Meanwhile, the employer must 
have a minimum income of around 1920 USD per month, and provide FDWs with food, healthcare, insurance 
and suitable accommodations. Most importantly, FDWs are not allowed to seek employment with other em-
ployers, must live with their employer and cannot obtain Hong Kong resident status.

In many cases, the conditions that FDWs work in 
depend on the individual family employing the FDW—
this is due to the very nature of the job requiring that 
FDWs work in the household. For example, I have 
personally known families in which FDWs have been 
continually employed for a period of over 10 years, 
and have become part of the extended family. How-
ever, this also means that FDWs may be equally mis-
treated in other households. Sulistyaningsih’s case 
was not an isolated one—NGOs such as Mission for 
Migrant Workers have made it clear that there are 
many more cases of abuse that do not go reported.3 
Often, such cases regarding abuse go unreported 
because FDWs face the risk of being fired as means 
of retaliation. After they are fired, FDWs must find a 
new job within two weeks, or else be deported back 
to their country of origin. Coupled with the stark re-
ality that the income of an FDW in Hong Kong is 
significantly larger than that of the average wage in 
south and southeastern Asian countries, this is suffi-
cient to dissuade many FDWs from reporting cases 
of abuse. Charges pressed against employers may 
also take up to 15 months to file, during which time 
FDWs are not allowed to seek employment in Hong 
Kong. There are no specialized departments in the 
Hong Kong government to deal with such cases, 
and many FDWs end up having to resort to NGOs. 
With such a cumbersome legal process, it is possi-
ble for employers to abuse FDWs without ever facing 
persecution. 

Part of what makes it so difficult to monitor abus-

es of FDWs in Hong Kong is due to the very nature 
of the profession itself: it occurs within the homes of 
the employers. This makes it difficult for the Hong 
Kong government to set and efficiently enforce reg-
ulations for all employers to follow, such as a com-
mon standard for living conditions.  The Hong Kong 
government’s main role in the employment of FDWs 
is mostly restricted to writing and enforcing immigra-
tion rules and creating labor laws (such as minimum 
wages minimum number of holidays FDWs should 
have). In fact, the actual employment of FDWs and 
the distribution of related contracts are handled by 
various private employment agencies in Hong Kong. 
These agencies may impose on FDWs special ‘fees’ 
for the agencies’ services, and not all employment 
agencies hold employers to the same standards. As 
such, there is a lack of incentive to enforce working 
conditions strictly.

Employment agencies in the home countries of 
FDWs may also use underhand tactics to exploit 
FDWs; these tactics may include contracts which 
stipulate that FDWs must pay back a certain amount 
of their salary as remittance to cover the cost of ob-
taining visas or job training—costs which are often 
fabricated. Foreign government policies may also 
contribute to plight certain FDWs find themselves in; 
for example, the Philippine government in February 
2007 proposed that potential FDWs undergo a train-
ing program costing USD 215 to USD 320, about 
two weeks’ salary.4

WHY ARE CASES OF ABUSE SO RARELY REPORTED?
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In addition to the legal difficulties FDWs face in 
Hong Kong, many also face discrimination based on 
their ethnicity. Some Hong Kongers remain quite un-
accepting of southern Asian nationals. For example, 
the term “菲傭” (feiyong) is used colloquially to refer 
to and distinguish FDWs from ethnically Chinese do-
mestic workers—the word fei meaning “from the Phil-
ippines”. This phrase—which has become so com-
monly used that it has a neutral connotation now—is 
used to refer colloquially to all FDWs no matter where 
their true origins are from. Many South Asian immi-
grants in general find it difficult to settle in Hong Kong 
regardless of whether or not they are FDWs due to an 
ingrained cultural discrimination against darker skin. 
Less commonly, FDWs—the majority of whom are 
women—may be subject to sexual assault; the Equal 
Opportunities Commission of Hong Kong conducted 
a study in which 6.5% of FDW respondents say they 
were sexually harassed.5  

One particular area of contention regarding the role 
of FDWs in Hong Kong’s social and cultural fabric 

is the fact that FDWs are not able to become Hong 
Kong residents despite fulfilling the requirement of liv-
ing in Hong Kong for seven continuous years. How-
ever, the Hong Kong government presents reasons 
for this restriction: FDWs do not pay tax during their 
years of working in Hong Kong, and Hong Kong—
which is already facing skyrocketing property prices 
and a strain in public health—would have difficul-
ty accepting an additional 300,000 new residents 
quickly and suddenly (this made even more difficult 
by the influx of mainland Chinese immigrants).

In an ideal world, the modifications to laws such as 
the ‘live-in’ rule would significantly reduce the amount 
of abuse to which FDWs are at risk of being exposed. 
However, to truly reduce the hardships FDWs face 
in Hong Kong would require a concerted effort from 
both Hong Kong and foreign governments, as well as 
cultural paradigm shift from Hong Kongers who mis-
treat FDWs. Whether or not the Hong Kong govern-
ment will take the initiative to improve the conditions 
of FDWs in Hong Kong remains to be seen. 

WHAT OTHER DIFFICULTIES DO FOREIGN DOMESTIC WORKERS FACE?

http://cdn1.coconutsm
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THIS SEMESTER, WELLESLEY’S CHINESE STUDENT 
Association and Mezcla collaborated to bring us a lecture 
by the Spanish Department’s Professor Koichi Hagimo-
to. In this informal setting, students enjoyed Cuban food 
and learned about the transnational histories of the Chi-
nese in Cuba and México. These transpacific relations 
include the journey of the first Manila Galleon in the 
16th Century, the development of the coolie trade in 
the 19th Century, as well as 20th century anti-Chi-
nese movements that culminated in the expulsion of 
the Chinese from México. This event co-hosted by 

the two organizations was especially significant as an 
effort to increase cross-cultural collaborations on campus. At 
this rate, we’ll definitely be seeing more collaborations in the 
future to foster the building of community, solidarity, and under-
standing across different regional, national, and racial groups. 

LOST IN THE NEW WORLD 

image source: 123rf.com

HA JIN VISITS WELLESLEY

ruyi li ‘16

shan lee ‘16
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ON MARCH 31ST, CHINESE-AMERICAN POET AND 
NOVELIST HA JIN visited Wellesley to read from his latest 
book, A Map of Betrayal, and answer questions from Wellesley 
students in the audience. The event was organized by the Ne-
whouse Center for Humanities. Ha Jin also engaged in conver-
sation with Professor Mingwei Song from the East Asian Studies 
Department, who acted as mediator for the occasion. Much of 
the discussion and questions centered on Ha Jin’s own expe-
rience as a native Chinese speaker writing in English. He also 
shared details of his personal history with respect to Chinese 
politics that influence the sensitive subject matter and critical 
attitude of his works. 

Most notably, he explained the importance of translated ver-
sions of his English works for a Chinese audience. As an individ-

ual who has been openly vocal about his stance against China’s political policy and oppression, 
it seems Ha Jin has never been able to or chosen to return to his home country since his arrival 
in the states. He also told of his return to writing creatively in his own mother tongue, Chinese, 
in the form of poetry. As a writer who has also produced novels and short stories, this turning 
point signals uncharted creative territory. Wellesley students were also intrigued to hear about Ha 
Jin’s own indirect connections to their school: Frank Bidart, a member of Wellesley’s own English 
department faculty, played a large role in aiding Ha Jin on the path to becoming a fiction writer.  

GENERASIANS MAGAZINE Spring 2015 
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top left: Jaipur, India, 
Grace Ming ‘18. top 
right: Vietnam, Isa-
belle St. Clair, ‘17. 
middle left:  
Bangkok 
and Patta-
ya, Thailand, 
Casey Butler, 
‘17. center: Great 
Wall of China, Pauli-
na Romero, ‘18. middle 
right: Beijing, Lucie Randall, 
‘16. 
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WITH THIS 
year’s Valentine’s Day came 

another successful Yuki Matsuri 
hosted by the Japan Club. The much-an-

ticipated event is based on the annual Snow 
Festival held in Sapporo, Japan. True to its name-
sake, the Sapporo festival promotes an ice-sculpt-
ing competition of unbelievable proportions. While 

Wellesley’s Yuki Matsuri may have lacked in sculptures, 
attendees were treated to entertaining booths and 

performances that made it a night to remember. One 
of these performances was the fashion show in which 

yours truly participated.
Fascinated by the styles represented in the show, 

I decided to do some digging. I learned soon 
enough that Japan has birthed a wide 
range of unique fashion throughout its 

history. These fashions include, 
but are not limited to:
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RENDS OF YUKI MATSURI hope kim

 ‘18 

SHRINE MAIDENS
Shrine Maidens, also known as Miko 
or Shinto Priestesses, are individuals 
responsible for the upkeep of tem-
ples. These young women learn to 
transcribe words of the dead, lead 
ritual prayers, and occasionally con-
duct performances. As a result, their 
style of dress is modest, comprising 
of red and white materials that move 
with subtle grace. 

pbase.com

KIMONO AND YUKATA
“Kimono” is actually a broad term for formal silk 
garments. It’s not a singular fashion trend. “Yu-
kata,” on the other hand, are made of cotton and 
often worn at summer festivals. Despite these 
differences, wide sleeves, floral patterns, and a 
variety of colors are signature to both styles. 
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GYARU
“Gyaru” comes from the Jap-
anese pronunciation of “gal.” 
This style defines a sub-cul-
ture of young women who 
sport long nails, heavy make-
up, and short skirts. Pink is a 
Gyaru’s go-to color. 

tumblr.com
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tumblr.com

MORI
“Mori” is the Japanese word for “for-
est.” Naturally, this line of clothing is 
simple, earthy, and loose. Skirts and 
dresses made of knitwear or lace are 
the trademark of Mori Girls. Unlike 
the Gyaru, a green-and-cream pal-
ette is preferred. 

LOLITA
The “Lolita” style is influenced by Victorian 
fashions as well as Vladimir Nabokov’s nov-
el of the same name; the word translates 
to “sexually precocious girl.” However, the 
Japanese style itself is quite modest, often 
described as delicate and elegant. Over 
time, the style transitioned from a doll-like 
look to that of a “floral and frilly” nature.  

SCHOOLGIRLS AND SAILORS
We have propaganda to thank for the resemblance 
of Japanese school uniforms to sailor suits. In the 
early 20th century, naval uniforms from the United 
Kingdom had begun to influence children’s cloth-
ing designs. It was only a matter of time before 
these uniforms spread to Japan. Militarism is what 
ultimately led to the uniform’s rise in popularity as a 
tribute to Japan’s own naval officers.

neoseeker.com

wheretoget.it

COSPLAY
A little known fact surrounding “cosplay” is that it did 
not originate from Japan. While the term was invented 
by a Japanese reporter (as a mashup of “costume” and 
“play”), the first documented cosplays were featured in 
1950 American sci-fi conventions and masquerades. 
Nowadays, it’s a practice in which to celebrate fictional 
characters from different media, anime being highly rep-
resented. 

deviantart.com
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CELEBRATING
ANIME
hope kim ‘18

A TOP 5 LIST:

EACH NEW YEAR BRINGS PROMISES OF CHANGE. IT IS A TIME for celebration, for re-
newal of the self, and for, most importantly, a fresh batch of anime. Since the early 90’s, Japanese 
animated productions have only skyrocketed in popularity. Dazzling Magical Girls and high-tech 
Mecha are only a few of the many genres that define the iconic art form. Original works and man-
ga adaptions alike have ranged from the bizarre to the charmingly mundane, the comical to the 
utterly heart-breaking. But what exactly makes anime such a cultural phenomenon?

For many fans, anime is distinguished by its well-developed plotlines and portrayal of relation-
ships. Catering to a variety of audiences is also integral to works of Japanese animation. While 
cartoons are often perceived as being “just for children,” anime encompasses stories for all ages. 
With these reasons in mind, it shouldn’t surprise anyone as to how anime’s popularity has per-
sisted for so long. 2014 marked the conclusion of several notable shows such as Kill à la Kill and 
the 18th season of Naruto. As shows like these end and new ones come to take their places, I 
find it all the more important to look back on works of the past. 

After a hard hour of decision-making, I managed to compile a list of the top five anime series 
I have enjoyed watching over the years. Should you find yourself with nothing to do at any point 
this semester, I urge you to give these unique stories a chance. 

But be warned: Binge-watching is inevitable.

1
DUB OR SUB: Both

Prepare for daddy issues and devilish fun! This ac-
tion-packed anime features the polarized Okumura twins, 
half-demon sons of Satan himself. But in order to eliminate 
the forces that threaten their world, the brothers and their 
Cram School cohorts must train to become exorcists. Filled 
with plenty of energy and heart, Blue Exorcist is a must-see 
for supernatural buffs.
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BLUE EXORCIST 
(2011)
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DUB OR SUB: Both
If you’re looking to ride an emotional rollercoaster, this 

show is the one for you. Behind its endearing façade hides 
a horrific story about loss and self-sacrifice. A deconstruc-
tion of the Magical Girl genre, this series proves how a sin-
gle wish can change the world. Armed with a delightfully 
chilling art style, a moving soundtrack, and an unshakable 
heroine, this anime is a tour de force that’s certain to leave 
you wanting more. 

My only regret after having watched the show is that I 
didn’t do it sooner. 

3
DUB OR SUB: Both

ToraDora! was the first Slice-of-Life to keep my 
attention, helping me get through last year’s finals. 
In the tradition of the romantic comedy, this anime 
follows an unlikely pair who have joined forces with 
the hopes of winning over their crushes. Hilarious 
mishaps and less hilarious secrets unfold on an ep-
isodic basis. Watch it. 

2 PUELLA MAGI 
MADOKA MAGICA 

(2011)

TORADORA!
(2008)
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4
DUB OR SUB: Sub

As the title of the show implies, Romeo x Juliet is a 
different take on the Shakespearean classic. Set in Neo 
Verona, this tale of star-crossed love follows the life of a 
vigilante Juliet in overthrowing the House of Montague. 
That is, until she falls in love with the Montagues’ heir. 
Appearances from a tall, dark, and brooding Tybalt (and 
Shakespeare!) certainly don’t hurt the show’s pseu-
do-historical appeal.

ROMEO X JULIET 
(2007)
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http://i.jeded.com/i/fresh-off-the-boat.34583.jpg

DUB OR SUB: Dub
While including an anime from the early 

2000’s may seem passé, this sci-fi adven-
ture’s loveable cast and CGI definitely earn it 
a spot on the list. After all, bringing the “battle 
of the sexes” to a galactic level is no small 
feat. But above all, Vandread is a story about 
being human and living life to the fullest. 

5 VANDREAD 
(2001)

TOKYO GHOUL: ROOT A
ON JANUARY 8TH, 2015, THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED SECOND season 

of Tokyo Ghoul premiered after a three-month hiatus. For those unfamiliar with 
the story, this Dark Fantasy anime series brings to a life a fictionalized Tokyo in 
which humans and human-eating ghouls war against each other. While you’d 
think it would be easy to sympathize with the human characters, the show man-
ages to reveal the good, the bad, and the monstrous within both factions. And it 
is through the eyes of the unassuming Ken Kaneki, a “half-ghoul,” that we bear 
witness to these truths. 

After the pilot episode premiered, Tokyo Ghoul: Root A was immediately met 
with mixed reviews. To the disappointment of fans (myself included), their be-

loved anime was only slated for 12 more episodes. Creator Sui Ishida also announced that the 
show’s plot would proceed independent of the manga, though it will likely borrow elements from its 
predecessor. Despite concerns regarding the new plot, many fans have been appeased by Ishida’s 
close involvement in the show. But with a mysterious “third faction” of ghouls and plenty of twists 
on the horizon, only time will tell if the writers of Season 2 deliver.

hope kim ‘18
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 POLL: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE FRESH OFF THE BOAT?
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A REVIEW
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The scene opens on a mundane 
bedroom setting, with two feisty 
Chinese sisters firing aggressive 
comebacks at one another. The 
dialogue rapidly progresses as 
follows:

“Okay, fine, you may be mom’s 
new favorite, but I’m going to win 
her back by using what’s most im-
portant to her.”

“Wheel of Fortune?”
“A good bargain. You may be 

living your fancy lifestyle with your 
ta-tas and your Miatas, but what 
mom cares about most is stretch-
ing a dollar.”

“Oh, little sister. Just because 
Steve and I are cushy doesn’t 
mean I can’t sniff out a good deal: 
[points to suitcases in a corner] 
designer luggage—seventy five 
percent off. When I told mom, she 
almost smiled.”

“Well, wait ‘til I show her these 
silk throw pillows—ninety percent 
off from a condemned hospital.”

“Why don’t we go shopping, 
see who can find a better deal?!”

And the sisterly feud continues. 
Perhaps you find it hard to believe 
that such an exaggerated argu-
ment between two Chinese wom-
en over the attainment of mother-
ly love could be so well played as 
one of many comedic sequenc-
es in a racially relevant and self-
aware sitcom.

If anyone had asked me if I’d 

ever watch a television show 
about an Asian-American family 
last fall—the answer is absolute-
ly yes—I probably would have 
countered with a more appro-
priate question first: could such 
a show ever pass all the hurdles 
to arrive on American prime time 
television? After all, much of the 
success achieved by Asian-Amer-
icans in entertainment has oc-
curred on Youtube.

Thankfully, Fresh Off the Boat 
has arrived on the scene in re-
sponse to the towering expecta-

tions of its viewers. The premise 
of the show originated from the 
memoir of celebrity chef Eddie 
Huang about his own childhood 
experience. 

Let’s not forget the fact that 
this show marks the first attempt 
at centering a plot around an 
Asian-American family since the 
unfortunate flop of Margaret Cho’s 
All American Girl twenty years 
ago. To say that this series—and 
its success—is remotely historic 
would be an understatement. 

Here’s all you need to know to 
enjoy the show: the sitcom focus-
es on the hilariously exaggerated 
daily happenings of a Taiwan-
ese-American family’s life in Orlan-
do, Florida. The events occur after 
the father, Louis Huang (Randall 
Park, from The Interview), uproots 
the family to pursue his dream 

of running a successful West-
ern-themed chophouse. Mean-
while, the rest of the family mem-
bers preoccupy themselves with 
handling their own set of challeng-
es in moving to a predominantly 
Caucasian community. Louis’ wife 
Jessica (Constance Wu) must 
navigate the social sphere of her 
culturally incompetent neighbors 
while their son Eddie (Hudson 
Yang)—a hip hop loving rebel—
and his two brothers Evan (Ian 
Chen) and Emery (Forrest Wheel-
er), must figure out how to assim-
ilate into their school. 

When viewers and critics point-
ed out potentially problematic 
aspects of Fresh Off the Boat’s 
depiction of the Asian-American 
experience, from Constance Wu’s 
imitation of an “Asian mom ac-
cent” to the “cheap humor” pok-
ing fun at ignorant Caucasians, 
the actors stepped out to defend 
their show. In an interview with 

the times, Wu explained her be-
lief that “[Asian and White] stereo-
types are only dangerous when…
used as the butt of the joke, and 
our writers have taken great care 
to never write a single joke that 
is based upon a stereotype. […] 
What makes a stereotype harm-
ful is when it’s a one-dimensional 
person.” 

Wu argues that stereotypes are 
not the defining characteristic of 
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any character on the show; in-
stead, the vocalization of certain 
stereotypes by different charac-
ters implies that every person is 
living with his or her own stereo-
types in place. Fresh Off the Boat 
shows its characters coping with 
these misconceptions in their ev-
eryday life, sometimes with un-
expectedly funny results. Even 
if the show advertises itself as a 
light-hearted comedy, its pres-
ence has undeniably ignited pro-
ductive and meaningful conversa-
tions about the Asian-American 
identity in many different forums. 

Randall Park himself has 
claimed how relatable the show’s 
story is to his own childhood: he, 
like the characters, had the prob-
lem of bringing a lunch from home 
that put off his fellow classmates. 
In the show, Eddie tries to deal 
with this problem by convincing 
his mom to buy him “white-peo-
ple lunch”—a.k.a. Lunchables, 

the ultimate status symbol in the 
middle school lunchroom. 

Not every Asian-American out 
there who is watching may identi-
fy with Eddie’s story. But, let’s face 
it: this particular family isn’t meant 
to represent every single family 
out there, because this would be 
impossible and unreasonable to 
expect. Instead, the hope is that 
every Asian-American watching 
will be able to find some element 

of the show that will resonate with 
his or her own experiences. With 
this in mind, the producers’ and 
actors’ collaborative efforts de-
liver a heartwarming story rather 
than just a humorous caricature. 

Truthfully, Fresh Off the Boat 
deserves compliment for the 
depth of research and quality of 
references to Asian-American life. 
I can confidently say that there 
are no other shows out there 
that casually incorporate words 
like xiaolongbao or CLC (Chinese 
Learning Center) and also make 

jokes about the “success perm” 
(what better way to show your 
extended family you’re now ridic-
ulously wealthy?) or Chinese pok-
er games (we all know Grandma 
always wins…) in a culturally sen-
sitive yet still incredibly hilarious 
way. It is refreshing to finally see 
a show try to materialize the first- 
and second-generation immi-
grant experience of Asian-Amer-
ican families and publicize it to a 
wider audience in America. 

The show is going strong with 
viewer ratings, and deserved-
ly so—with its refreshing subject 
matter and increasingly entertain-
ing comedy, the show deserves 
at least four stars out of five. 
The only unrepresented demo-
graphic in the show seems to 
be young Asian-American wom-
en (so far; who knows what the 

future will bring). Something tells 
me a young Asian American girl’s 
perspective would be very unlike 
Eddie’s—and that’s something I 
would love to see next on Fresh 
Off the Boat. 

 The success of Fresh Off 

the Boat might seem like an iso-
lated bubble of victory in diversi-
fying the entertainment industry. 
Let’s not forget that Asian-Amer-
ican actors and actresses today 
still struggle in an entertainment 
industry that largely values their 
presence on screen only in roles 
that often poorly portray their ra-
cial identity. That isn’t to say that 
progress has not emerged—just 
look The Mindy Project, one of a 
small selection of television shows 
allowing Asian actors to break 
through the so-called “Bamboo 
Ceiling.” Maybe the next aim 
should be to increase the recog-
nition of Asian-Americans’ con-
tributions at major events such 
as the Oscars; historically, there 
have been only three winners of 
Asian descent in the Best Actor 
category.

In the meantime, I am happy 
to say that Fresh Off the Boat 
has burst onto the scene as a 
promising sitcom offering major 
Asian-American representation 
in the American entertainment 
world. 
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Soo Bin Yang

IT’S OKAY, THAT’S LOVE IS 
a medical rom-com korean drama 
that follows the lives of psychiatrist 
Ji Hye-soo, who has Post-trau-
matic Stress Disorder (PTSD); 
famous novelist Jang Jae-yeol, 
who has Obsessive-Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD); psychiatrist Jo 
Dong-min, who suffers from emo-
tional trauma; Tourette patient 
Park Soo-kwang; and an aspir-
ing novelist Han Kang-woo. The 
series shows how these charac-
ters’ stories intersect with those of 
other people, who have a variety 
of mental illnesses. The drama 
mainly focuses on the developing 
relationship between Ji Hye-soo 
and Jang Jae-yeol, and how their 
respective mental illnesses factor 
into their love life. However, the 
drama also has side plots involv-
ing the other main characters, al-
most all of whom have some form 
of mental illness, and who deal 
with mental health on a daily ba-
sis. 

Aside from the relationships be-
tween the main characters, each 
episode also focuses on a differ-
ent case study and/or mental ill-
ness. In each case study, the ill-
ness is described not only within 
its medical context, but also within 
its social context and in the ways 
in which it may be stigmatized. In 
doing so, this drama humanizes a 
lot of the illnesses that are often 
kept hidden or that are stigma-
tized in Korean society, and gives 
them a positive, more sympathet-
ic representation in the media.

The drama goes to great 
lengths to effectively humanize 
those with mental illnesses, pro-
viding a contrast to the negative 
view of mental illnesses often por-
trayed in the media. Rather than 
“equat[ing] mentally ill people to 
criminals,” as the director of the 
It’s Okay, That’s Love said that 
society often does, the drama 
tries to portray the mentally ill as 
victims of their own illnesses in a 

society that can’t seem to com-
prehend or accept them. Simply 
put, the drama tries to make peo-
ple have more sympathy for men-
tally ill people, something that the 
fictional psychiatrist Jo Dong-min 
says are often given to “cancer 
patients or patients with missing 
legs”, but never the mentally ill, 
who are often seen as “disgusting 
insect[s].”

The show also does not hold 
back in vividly portraying the 
negative treatment of those with 
mental illnesses in South Korea. 
The characters, especially psychi-
atrists Ji Hae-soo and Jo Dong-
min, frequently call out the ableist 
and stigmatizing comments that 
are often made about mental ill-
nesses. Psychiatrist Ji Hye-soo 
also serves as a testament to the 
fact that even those with noble 
intentions may inadvertently end 
up stigmatizing mental illness, but 
also that these negative attitudes 
can be identified and reversed. 

IT’S OKAY, THAT’S 
LOVE: 

A SOCIAL COMMENTARY 
DISGUISED AS A ROM-COM

soo bin yang ‘18

http://www.hancinema.net/photos/fullsizephoto451674.jpg
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It’s Okay, That’s Love also tries 
to increase the representation 
of different groups within South 
Korea by portraying people of 
different ages, gender, class, 
and background to demonstrate 
that anyone can be susceptible 
to mental illness. One example 
of such diverse representation 
is the main character Jang Jae-
yeol, who is a famous novelist 
and radio host that suffers from 
severe PTSD and OCD. One of 
the effects of his illnesses is that 
he can only sleep in a bathroom. 
In stark contrast, one case study 
depicts a teenage boy, who feels 
compelled to draw the sex or-
gans of everyone he sees, later 
explained to be a by-product of 
seeing his mother cheat on her 
husband with another man. 

Most importantly, the drama 
emphasizes the importance of 
seeking help and receiving treat-
ment when one suspects she 

might be showing signs of men-
tal illness. The drama does so by 
showing the positive effects that 
treatment can have on patients, 
and by showing how even if so-
ciety may judge them for having 
an illness, they can at least find a 
safe place to discuss their prob-
lems. This emphasis on seeking 
treatment is a vital part of the 
drama, as the target audience 
of the drama, the South Korean 
people, often stigmatizes mental 
health to the point where treat-
ment is discouraged. The opin-
ion of most Koreans is “to just 
bear with it and get over it.” 

This type of situation occurs 
frequently despite the fact that 
South Korea is notorious for 
having one of the highest suicide 
rates in the world, with more 
than 30 suicides committed a 
day.  Along with a rising divorce 
rate, a predicted 80 percent of 
the population has some men-

tal illness symptoms, with 16 
percent having an actual men-
tal disorder. In stark contrast to 
these overwhelmingly high num-
bers, only 15.3 percent of those 
with mental health issues actu-
ally seek out professional help. 
This is due to the social stigma 
regarding mental illness, which 
has largely been fueled by the 
importance that Koreans place 
on preserving dignity, saving face 
within their family, and the grow-
ing competition to succeed. 

Thus, despite the rising rates 
of mental illness among the 
population, Koreans rarely seek 
help from psychiatrists. Those 
who go to private clinics often 
pay in cash to prevent their gov-
ernment insurance record from 
showing that they have received 
care. However, most people 
cannot afford such care, or re-
gard Western psychotherapy as 
being a waste of money. Dr. Park 
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A BREATH OF SPRING
kendra cui ‘18 

Each year from March to early May, Japan celebrates the Hanami 
Festival. Meant to signify the arrival of spring, hamani—which literally trans-

lates into “flower viewing”—is a festival during which people gather to watch the 
blooming of cherry or (less commonly) plum blossoms. Hanami invokes the Japanese 

philosophy of mono no aware, or coming to terms with the fact that nothing lasts forever. 
As the flowers only blossom for one or two weeks, the Japanese weather bureau makes 

careful predictions each year for optimal flower-viewing days. Festival-goers often pic-
nic beneath cherry trees to appreciate the ephemeral beauty of these blossoms, and 
meals—accompanied by music and sake—can last well into the night. Since cherry 
trees blossom first in southern Okinawa and flower last in northern Hokkaido, a 
‘cherry blossom wave’ sweeps across the country, and is followed avidly by 
many Japanese news agencies over the spring months. Popular viewing 

locations include Himeji Castle in Kobe and Ueno Park in Tokyo. 

Jin-seng stated how two-thirds of his patients 
rely on medication, with only a third coming in 
for counseling and talk therapy.

Instead, most Koreans would rather speak 
to their pastors, as Christianity has a signifi-
cant presence in Korea, seek out a shaman, 
or mudang, or go to a room salon: a hostess 
club where one can drink and talk to hostess-
es. However, Dr. Park emphasizes the danger 
of consulting and seeking help in such places, 
which are not properly equipped nor trained 
to treat patients, and can often do more harm 
than good. These places of conversation also 
allow some degree of confidentiality and ano-
nymity that could quell the fear of being hospi-
talized against one’s will, which is very easy to 
do under Korean law, given the ill-conceived 
notion that the mentally ill must be separated 
from the rest of society.

Thus, it is important that It’s Okay, That’s 
Love focuses on treatment and its efficacy. 
Yong Hong-gyun, a practicing psychiatrist, 
says more people have been seeking treat-
ment since the show aired. One anonymous 

user on a popular online forum even stated 
that “before [she] watched [the] drama, [she] 
thought seeking help for things like depres-
sion was bad,” demonstrating the detrimen-
tal effects that stigma has had on the state of 
mental illness in Korea. However, these statis-
tics mainly apply to tech-savvy young people, 
who are more likely to watch dramas and seek 
out help.

The drama does have a happy ending, but 
one that is still unlike the normal fairytale end-
ings that Korean dramas often get. Two of 
the main characters are never fully cured, and 
must still take medication in order to control 
their illnesses. It’s an ending unbefitting the 
Korean drama genre, but one that reflects the 
reality of mental illness and what patients in 
the real world must also come to terms with. 
And for South Korea to change its stance on 
mental illness, the nation must be confronted 
with the cold, hard truth. 

As the director has said, It’s Okay That’s 
Love is a “necessary” drama.
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top left: Laos, Isabelle St. Clair 
‘17. top right: Dian Chi Lake, 
Yunnan, China, Grace Ming 

‘18. 
middle: Tibet, Paulina Romero 

‘18. bottom left and right: Hual-
ian, Taiwan, Shan Lee, ‘16. 

TAKE A STEP
outside

image source: http://ohthailand.com/
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There can be no doubt that tourism has benefitted the locals of Koh Samui 
in many ways; it provides locals with jobs in the hospitality, entertainment, rec-

reation and catering industries. But although this may be seen as a welcome 
source of income, some of these industries (such as hospitality) are dominated 

by transnational corporations (TNCs). TNCs are corporations where the provision 
of services or goods occurs in one country, yet the headquarters of the corporation 
are located in a different country. Although locals may benefit from jobs provided 
by such industries, the majority of profits made by large hotel chains are direct-

ed back to TNCs’ origin countries, instead of being used to stimulate the local 
economy. Some locals may view this as economic over-dependence on foreign 

(mostly western) corporations—corporations which may pull out of the local 
economy at any time should conditions change.

Environmental damage caused by various tourist activities has also caused 
concern; the construction of hotels in particular encourages coastline ero-

sion, and the large volumes of freshwater needed to run these hotels 
means that freshwater must be pumped from the mainland. Waterfront 

recreational activities have also caused coastal erosion; as a result, 
various (often expensive) methods of coastal preservation—such as 

reinforcing beaches by bringing in manmade sand, or planting ar-
tificial reefs in offshore areas—are required to prevent the ocean 

from advancing inland.

EACH SUMMER, FRESH HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
and gap year students flock to Koh Samui—an island in south-

ern Thailand—to relax on the beach, party at various bars on the 
island, and enjoy themselves at spas. Koh Samui is especially pop-

ular amongst Asian international students as the ‘place to be’ to cel-
ebrate graduation; some high schools even have a tradition of sending 

their graduating class to Koh Samui. However, as with any tourist des-
tination where the annual number of visitors outnumbers the local popu-

lation vastly, there is bound to be conflict between the needs of locals and 
of tourists who support the local industry—and Koh Samui is no exception.

KOH SAMUI : 
TOO MUCH
TOURISM?
kendra cui ‘18

“ENVIRONMENTAL DAM-
AGE CAUSED BY VARIOUS 
TOURIST ACTIVITIES HAS 
ALSO CAUSED CONCERN; 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
HOTELS IN PARTICULAR 
ENCOURAGES COASTLINE 
EROSION, AND THE LARGE 
VOLUMES OF FRESHWATER 
NEEDED TO RUN THESE 
HOTELS MEANS THAT 
FRESHWATER MUST 
BE PUMPED FROM 
THE MAINLAND.” 

image source: http://ohthailand.com/
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More significantly, tourism has also brought into conflict western and Thai cultures. Al-
though one could argue that tourism also allows for Thai people to expose tourists to local cus-
toms, recreational activities—not cultural exchange—are foremost in the minds of tourists who 
visit Koh Samui. Given the nature of activities undertaken by most of the young people visiting the 
island (such as excessive drinking), some locals are concerned about the lack of respect for local 
Buddhist customs and beliefs.

There have been recent attempts to introduce a form of tourism to Koh Samui that does not pro-
vide recreation for tourists at the expense of the local environment and way of life. Ecotourism, a new 
form of tourism which has developed over the last 30 years, has flourished in many countries in Asia. 
Ecotourism as a concept aims to promote local economic development through tourism without harming 
the surrounding ecosystem. Also central to ecotourism is the idea that visitors gain knowledge about local 
customs. Tourism agencies around the island have begun to promote activities that take place in nature 
and educate visitors about the natural environment; this, however, has been met with varying degrees of 

success—the partying associated with the tourist destination means that it becomes difficult to introduce a 
second, competing lure to the island. Local government policies have in other ways attempted to promote 
ecotourism on the island—hotels are now required to inject a certain percentage of their incomes into the 
local economy in order to have licenses to operate, ensuring that profits are not simply transported back 
overseas. This contribution back into the local economy may also take place in the form of providing 
funds to costal preservation projects.

This occurrence is not unique to Koh Samui; many tourist destinations in Asia—especially those 
who tout their natural environment as selling points, such as Bhutan and Malaysia—have gradually 
adopted a shift to ecotourism, as locals and public officials begin to realize the benefits of introduc-
ing sustainable tourism practices that value the needs of locals and tourists equally. The rate at 
which different locations adopt ecotourism varies widely, however; as for Koh Samui, it appears 
to remain for now the domain of inebriated gap year and newly graduated high school students. 

//BITES FROM ASIA//

FOOD
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A CHINESE COUPLE’S TRIP 
OF SELF-DISCOVERY

z h o n g j i  w u ’ 1 6

LAST YEAR, THE BEST-
seller on Douban.com, a Chi-
nese website that has almost 53 
million registered users, was 藏
地白皮书 (Zang Di Bai Pi Shu), a 
travel memoir written by a couple 
who decided to leave their high-
ly sought- after jobs in order to 
take a gap year.  Having worked 
at HSBC’s London headquarters 
for six years, Zhen Fu decided 
to leave her job and travel with 
her husband, then an engineer 
at WSP Global, a construction 
and consultancy firm based in 
UK. During their gap year, the 
couple traveled to more than 10 
countries in Latin America and 

Asia, and finally settled down 
in Qingdao, China. Their book 
ranked 35th on Amazon.com.
cn just one day after its release, 
and the couple’s gap year expe-
rience became a phenomenon. 
Their lifestyle, though still uncon-
ventional in Chinese standards, 
represents a change in attitude 
among the increasingly wealthy 
middle class in China. With ris-
ing living standards, greater 
availability of foreign goods and 
ideas, and a higher educational 
level, the Chinese middle class 
is becoming more and more 
open to alternative lifestyles. 

 Zhen Fu and her hus-
band Minji Mao are part of this 
rising middle class. Fu gradu-
ated from China Renmin Uni-
versity in 2003, and then went 
to Aston University in UK for a 
Master’s in Financial Manage-
ment & Control. She started 
working at HSBC in London 
immediately after getting her 
Master’s. Her husband, Mao, 
on the other hand, grew up 

in Hong Kong and graduated 
from Hong Kong University with 
a degree in Civil Engineering. 
The couple met in Tibet when 
individually traveling there one 
summer, got married in London 
shortly after, and settled down 
there.  After 8 years of married 
life, both decided to leave their 
jobs and pursue the passion that 
first drew them together—trav-
eling. In her blog, Fu described 
her decision in detail—why she 
chose to leave her job as an in-
vestment banker. She wrote:

“Long hours of investment 
banking makes me weary and 
aged, but this is not the worst. 
Overwork deprives us of the rich-
ness of our personal life, and we 
tend to translate this emptiness 
into a stronger lust for materials. 
Many of my colleagues can no 
longer take the economy class, 
nor can they bear with four-star 
hotels. The temptation of money 
is so strong that it is increasingly 
difficult to lead a thriftier life. We 
are reluctant to forgo this com-

AFTER 8 YEARS OF MARRIED 
LIFE, BOTH DECIDED TO LEAVE 
THEIR JOBS AND PURSUE THE 

PASSION THAT FIRST DREW THEM 
TOGETHER—
TRAVELING.”

“
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fortable life, and for this reason 
we do not want to leave this job. 
We grow more cowardly and 
lazy, because this job deprives 
us of the fearless energy and 
vitality that we used to have.”

It was a difficult decision, but 
Fu made up her mind despite of 
the uncertainty she faced. She 
confessed that she had numer-
ous doubts, including where she 
would work after leaving HSBC, 

where she and Mao would set-
tle down after the gap year, and 
whether they would have the 
same financial security as be-
fore. Yet, as many would say, 
life works out. The couple took 
the gap year, and as expect-
ed, had a great time. Fu kept 
writing while traveling, and her 
husband, an amateur photog-
rapher, recorded their journey in 
thousands of photos. When they 

came back to China, Mao took 
a job in civil engineering, and 
Fu stayed at home to do what 
she had always wanted to do—
write full-time. She wrote about 
their gap experience in her two 
travel memoirs, and kept her 
readers updated in her blog 最
好金龟换酒 (Zui Hao Jin Gui 
Huan Jiu), http://fz0512.com/. 

all photos from http://fz0512.com/
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BENGALURU, OR BANGALORE, AS I HAVE 
grown up knowing it, is a wonderful place. As 
numerous international corporations house their 
back offices in the city of Bangalore, what once 
was the “Garden City of India” is now the tech-
nological hub of the nation. With a population of 
almost 4.3 million people, Bangalore, the capital 
of Karnataka, is third-largest city in India. It’s hard 
to imagine that even more people come to the city 
everyday. It’s not like Bombay, which for decades 
has been the city of dreams for every man, wom-
an, and child who has hopes of making it big in 
the world. But it is starting to become so, as peo-
ple from all over India have come to work in this 
metropolitan city in all industries, especially the 
tech industry. With so many engineers, Bangalore 
has garnered the title the “Silicon Valley of India.”
But to me, being in Bangalore has meant going 
home to my family and seeing the people I love 
and care about. The city represents my own year 
abroad in 3rd grade where I attended the Valley 
School, a 400-acre, K-12 school located on the 
outskirts of the city. Bangalore has been home to 
me, and today I want to share it with you. 
Bangalore was originally the “Garden City,” and 
if you come, you will see more trees and parks 
than most other Indian cities. Two of the largest 
parks are Cubbon Park and Lal Bagh. Both boast 

beautiful gardens and flowers, where people of all 
classes of society come and enjoy the shade of 
the large, hundred-year-old trees. It’s one of the 
few places in the city that is a true respite from  the 
hustle, bustle, and general commotion that is not 
only found in Bangalore but also common to most 
places in India. However, many of the trees that 
originally bordered the roads are now being taken 
away in order to make space for expanding infra-
structure to incorporate the city’s ever-increasing 
population.
When I began going to Bangalore regularly as 
a child, I was taken aback by the cool, humid 
breeze that greeted me as I walked off the aircraft 
and onto the tarmac. I live in a suburb called Kora-
mangala, which is a relatively affluent, residential 
neighborhood full of restaurants, clubs, spas, and 
everything else in between. Oddly enough, this 
area was considered to be the outskirts of the 
city at the time, but this is not the case anymore. 
The city has grown outwards, and in the last 10 
years, roads that were originally called Outer and 
Inner Ring Road (the roads that circle the city) are 
not actually either because they are all part of the 
greater city of Bangalore. Koramangala has been 
my home for so long. One of my favorite parts 
is the abundance of restaurants on every block. 
Every cuisine your heart (and stomach!) desires 

BANGALORE: 

avanti prasanna ‘17
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can be found. One of my favorite restaurants is 
called Chung-Wah, an Indian-Chinese restaurant. 
Indian-Chinese cuisine was a phenomenon devel-
oped when Chinese immigrants lived in Kolkata, 
a city located in the Eastern India. They took their 
Chinese dishes and blended it with Indian spices 
to make one of the most beloved cuisines in India. 
If someone told me they were coming to visit 
Bangalore, I would tell them that they must vis-
it MG Road: Mahatma Gandhi Road. If anyone 
has been to India, they will find that there is an 
MG Road in almost every city in India. After all, he 
was one of the most important freedom fighters 
of our country. But in Bangalore, this street is full 
of shops (both Indian and Western), restaurants, 
and everything else in between. Nearby, there is 
another shopping area called Commercial Street. 
As the name suggests, there are many retail 
stores, restaurants, and the like. For a more West-
ern Shopping Experience, Bangalore has created 
malls like Forum Mall and UB City where foreign 
luxury brands are available for purchase. For peo-
ple interested in history and politics, the Vidha-

na Soudha and the Bangalore Palace are both 
beautiful structures that boast Indian architecture 
and history. The Vidhana Soudha is the legislative 
house of the State of Karnataka, while the British 
originally built the Bangalore Palace. For more reli-
gious tastes, I would suggest Bull Temple and the 
ISKCON Hare Krishna Temple, both magnificent 
buildings as well as places of worship but for very 
different reasons. Families and locals visit the Bull 
Temple more, whereas the ISKCON temple is part 
of a larger religious movement surrounding the 
Lord Krishna.
I think that Bangalore is often overlooked as a city 
to visit but I can tell you from experience, it is defi 
nitely a place that people should visit. Yes, there 
is poverty, dirt, noise, and just general commo-
tion, but that is such an integral part of the Indian 
experience. Although those slightly discomforting 
characteristics exist, there is so much beauty in 
the people as well as the city, so many delicious 
cuisines to taste, and so many colors to see. While 
your senses will be overwhelmed, it will be an ex-
perience you will never forget. 

http://www.livemint.com/r/LiveMint/Period1/2013/01/21/Photos/Metro2.jpg

vikrama.in abcdsofcooking.com wikimedia.org
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FOOD.

LE’S 

RESTAURANT

DUMPLING 

HOUSE

MARY 
CHUNG

CAFE CHANG’S 

ON BACK BAY

SHANGHAI 
GATE

JO JO TAIPEI

KOREANA

BIBIM

SANTOUKA 
HOKKAIDO 

RAMEN

CAFE MAMI

KAJU  

TOFU 

HOUSE
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LEGEND:

CHINESE
JAPANESE
KOREAN

VIETNAMESE

WINDSOR 
DIM SUM CAFE

Q RESTAURANT

OISHII BOSTON

SNAPPY SUSHI

PHO PASTEUR

XINH XINH 
RESTAURANT

...according to you!
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IT’S NOT JUST THE BAG
ningyi xi ‘17

AP ENGLISH CLASS. SAINT Johnsbury, 
VT. Friday afternoon.

This time was always the highlight of the 
week. Everyone brought in snacks to share and 
discussed the books they were reading.

I brought Tie Guan Yin, Iron Bodhisattva, one 
of my favorite kinds of Oolong tea for my friends 
to enjoy. I tore open the vacuum-packed bag, 
tipped the pearl-shaped tea beads into a tea-
pot, filled it with boiling water, let the water brew 
for a few minutes, and poured some tea into ev-
eryone’s mug. As the tea beads uncurled in the 
heat, turning the water into an olivine color and 
sending forth a sweet aroma typical of Oolong 
tea, someone held up a leaf she’d picked out of 
her mug and asked, “Is it spinach?”

I convinced her to take a sip, which in turn 
convinced her that it was not spinach. While 
many classmates told me that the tea was 
amazingly delicious, I also noticed that some 
hesitated before drinking from the mug with 
those spinach-looking leaves.

I didn’t feel offended or anything like that. This 
was not the first time that I’d had to “defend” 
loose-leaf tea and demonstrate its worth out-
side of China. Tea has always been a big part 
of my life. I grew up in Hangzhou where one of 
the best kinds of green tea, Long Jing, or Drag-
on Well, is produced. Before going to Vermont 
for the last two years of high school, I filled my 
suitcase with my favorite kinds of tea, knowing 
that quality Chinese tea would be difficult to find 
there, since Americans haven’t been big on tea 
since the Boston Tea Party. 

But I wasn’t prepared for the fact that even 
those who enjoyed drinking tea consider tea 
bags as the norm and loose-leaf tea as some-
thing bizarre.

The reactions elicited by the tea leaves in my 
mug or thermos have ranged from stares to 
gasps to “It’s like a cow eating grass.”

I was told that a tea bag makes life so much 
easier. You steep it in a mug, or a plastic cup, 
and throw it away after a couple of minutes be-
fore adding milk or sugar or honey a little some-
thing to the tea. Only when you’re feeling “hip” 
do you shop for “loose-leaf tea” and probably an 
infuser or strainer so that a stray tea leaf doesn’t 
end up in your mouth. 

This is not the case in China. In fact, the term 
“loose-leaf tea” is redundant in Chinese. (Cha, 
the Chinese word for tea, already means “loose-
leaf tea”). At a tea shop or market, tea is sold by 
weight. The clerks will offer you different sam-
ples until you find one kind that pleases you. 
“Bagged tea” is the term to use when prioritizing 
convenience. Most Chinese don’t think highly of 
bagged tea as it lacks the subtle, mellow taste 
that defines “real tea.”

But does a bag, or there lack of, really make 
such a difference? 

In fact, it’s not just the bag. The difference 
between loose-leaf tea and bagged tea lies in 
the production process and consequently, the 
flavor. 

Quality loose-leaf tea is made from hand-
picked buds or whole leaves of tea trees. Not 
so much with tea bags. I was startled to learn 
that the content of most tea bags consists of 
leaves and stems picked from plants regardless 
of quality; they are homogenized to maintain the 
standard of final products. As if this weren’t bad 
enough, the tea leaves are then shredded for 
the purpose of fast brewing and therefore, turn-
ing bitter and puckery if steeped in hot water for 
too long.
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Loose-leaf tea preserves the subtle flavor much better. A handful of tea leaves can be re-steeped again 
and again and yield multiple cups without becoming bland. The majority of leaves eventually sink to the 
bottom after a while, and the few stray ones won’t choke or fill your mouth with chewy bits. (Most Chinese 
tea, made from tender buds or leaves, is edible).

To me, tea-drinking is not about consumption of caffeine but the experience. I love watching the move-
ment of tea leaves in water, a ballet that tea in a bag could never be able to perform. Each kind of tea is 
different in shape, in color, and in the way it dances in the water. The tea buds of Yin Zhen, Silver Needle, 
float vertically when they first come into contact with the water. There is a kind of hand-crafted tea which 
blossoms in steaming water just like a flower bud opening in spring air. 

Even though now I don’t have exquisite tea sets with me at college, I still follow certain procedures: al-
ways boiling water in a kettle, preheating cups with hot water, and brewing black tea and Oolong tea with 
boiling water and green tea with water slightly cooler. Never milk. Never sugar. Only the pure fragrance and 
flavor.

Although conversion of the western frame of mind on tea seems like a long shot, I think I’ve succeeded 
in changing at least some of my friends’ attitudes towards loose-leaf tea by preaching at its superiority and 
hounding them until they’ve tasted my tea. After all, life is too short to waste on bad tea! 

“I LOVE WATCHING THE MOVEMENT OF 
TEA LEAVES IN WATER, A BALLET THAT TEA IN A BAG 

COULD NEVER BE ABLE TO PERFORM.”

GENERASIANS MAGAZINE Spring 2015
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ARE ASIAN ACTORS FINALLY BREAKING THE SIDEKICK STEREOTYPE? 

Dragon Lady, China Doll, Kung Fu Expert, Nerdy Tech Guy —these are but a few of the many ste-

reotypes that plague Asian actors in the media. This year, we have seen an increased presence of 

Asians on television with series such as Selfie, Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D, and Fresh Off the Boat. 

The Wellesley Asian Alliance hosted a lunchtime discussion to raise an important question: are these 

shows opening dialogue or perpetuating stereotypes? We rarely see Asian men as the romantic lead 

in a series, and the last time an Asian-American family played a central role in a sitcom was 1994. 

Opinions are mixed and the jury is still out: Selfie was cancelled after just six episodes, Agents of 

S.H.I.E.L.D is on its second season, and Fresh Off the Boat is the new kid on the block. Only time 

will tell if these shows will have any lasting power. Meanwhile, some Wellesley students brought up 

the possibility of using social media and YouTube to change the game and increase the visibility—as 

Wong Fu Productions, Pemberley Digital, and  Jubilee Project have done. Others believe that time 

constraints often force creators to revert to stereotypes in order to deliver a message. One thing is for 

sure, we need to see more ethnic diversity on our screens. shan lee ‘16

WELLESLEY’S FAVORITE ASIAN ACTORS

# of Votes
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BROKEN BODY, SINGING SOUL
REFLECTING ON TIESHENG SHI

zhongji wu’16

“IN MANY OF MY NOVELS I MENTIONED 
AN almost deserted garden—that is actually the 
Temple of Earth. Many years ago, when tourism 
hasn’t started, the entire garden was like a run-
down open space, rarely visited by others.”

Thus begins “The Temple of Earth and Me” (我
与地坛), one of the most well-known contempo-
rary Chinese short novels. Its author, Tiesheng Shi 
(史铁生), was known as the “writer on wheelchair”. 
Having battled with disability, kidney failure, and 
incessant body pain for over 30 years, he passed 
away on the last day of 2012, four days before 
his sixty-first birthday. He lost both of his legs at 
the age of 21 due to unforeseen illness, and had 
remained on a wheelchair since then. After seven 
years of depression, despair, and questioning, he 

finally took up writing, and kept writing ever since.
How would you feel if you suddenly lose both 

of your legs at the age of 21, just when your life 
starts to pick up momentum? Shi wrote:

“When I first became handicapped, I could not 
find a job, could not find a way to go, seems that 
I can find nothing for myself all of a sudden. So 
I usually head over to the garden on my wheel-
chair, as if it is an exit for me to escape to another 
world.”

In his writing, Shi explores disability, death, and 
the purpose of life. For a 21-year old who had the 
world ahead of him, what Shi experienced  was 
devastating. After 7 years of wondering what he 
could do with a broken body, Shi came to the 
conclusion that everyone is handicapped in one 
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way or other, and disability is a part of everyone’s 
life. He finally reconciled with who he was and what 
he had experienced, and this reconciliation is one 
of the most powerful aspects of his writing. Read-
ing Shi’s words allows one to see another perspec-
tive—when students like us are anxious about not 
getting a high GPA or a perfect internship over the 
summer, it is humbling to read the work of someone 
who is so close to death and so painfully aware of 
his own mortality.

Shi spent years thinking about death, and about 
life—why do people live? He wrote: 

“When one is born, this is an indisputable fact, 

a reality given by God; while God has given us this 
fact, He has also guaranteed its outcome. You see, 
death is not something you run after, but a festival 
that is bound to arrive.”

Everyone has to have some reason to live—a 
justification for them to keep fighting in this world. 
When Shi lost both of his legs, he suddenly lost his 
reason for being in this world. For him, writing was 
not an option, but a necessity to keep living and 
justify his existence. This is also part of the reason 
why his writing is so powerful; he creates value and 
meaning through writing—a feat accomplished by 
very few writers.

shi hui (fiona) ng ‘15
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CHINESE AIDS ACTIVIST RECEIVES AWARD

Gao Yaojie (高耀潔), a 87-year-old Chi-
nese doctor and an activist for AIDS and 
human rights, received the “Liu Binyan 
Conscience” award on February 7th, 2015. 
This award was named after author and 
journalist Liu Binyan who received the ti-
tle, “China’s Conscience,” for revealing the 
corruption of certain government officials. 
In 1996, Dr. Gao began studying the 90’s 
HIV epidemic in Henan province, where 
many villagers caught the virus after having 
drawn and sold their blood plasma through 
unsanitary needles. In response, the retired 
gynecologist distributed HIV-prevention 
pamphlets, medicine, and clean needles to 
help patients at her own expense. Although 
the Chinese government claimed that the 
infection was transmitted only through sexual intercourse or drug use, Gao Yaojie argued that 
90% of infected people caught HIV through these illegal blood transfusions. Chinese officials 
estimate there are 740,000 people living with HIV, but Gao Yaojie believes that number to be 
more than 10 million. She has written three books about China’s Bloodhead Scandal to raise 
public awareness and end the secrecy surrounding the illicit practice. Threatened by her crit-
icisms of provincial Communist leaders, the government exiled Gao from China in 2009. Dr. 
Gao currently lives in New York City and is working on her next book.
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AT 12:30AM ON MARCH 29, 2015, I TURNED 
on my laptop to watch the live telecast of the funeral 
procession carrying the coffin of Mr. Lee Kuan Yew, 
Singapore’s founding father, through the tree-lined 
streets of the city-state. Tens of thousands lined the 
streets to witness his final journey despite the heavy 
rain, chanting his name and singing national songs. 
This was their last chance to say goodbye to the 
man whose name has been synonymous with Sin-
gapore for half a century. I, however, am 15000 ki-
lometers away, alone in my dorm room at Wellesley, 
linked to Singapore via fragile connection of the In-
ternet. And suddenly, the immensity of this moment 
hits me. As Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong so apt-
ly put in his eulogy, “The light that has guided us all 
these years has been extinguished.”1

I call Singapore my home, and as a Singaporean, 
I am fiercely protective of my beloved little red dot 
that survived and thrived against all odds. And yet, 
having grown up abroad, I sometimes feel doubly 
disconnected from my country of birth.  Returning 
once or twice a year during school holidays and at-
tending local primary school for a couple of months 
in the summer does not make me a legitimate Sin-
gaporean. My outlook and beliefs are very much 
shaped by the international schools I attended and 
my experience growing up in China. And unlike the 
pioneer generation who lived through the struggles 
of the early years and knew that “‘跟着李光耀走不
会死的’– if you follow Lee Kuan Yew, you will sur-
vive,”2 I grew up the beneficiary of his vision. As a 
child of the 90s in Singapore, we are children of 
peacetime. We view stability, prosperity, and the 
rule of law as our birthrights, often forgetting just 
how much we owe Lee. And yet on the day Singa-
pore’s first prime minister passed away, I am unex-
pectedly, deeply moved. 

In the following week, I watched the outpouring 
of grief in Singapore with fascination. I rabidly con-

sumed tributes, condolence letters, archival vid-
eos, and documentaries of Mr. Lee. I dedicatedly 
checked local news websites, the Singapore Parlia-
ment’s official YouTube page, and the Remember-
ing Lee Kuan Yew Facebook page for updates. The 
last time I displayed such fervor for the man was 
during my sophomore year of high school, when 
Lee was the subject of my essay for National His-
tory Day China. Even I was surprised by the depth 
of emotions I felt for the passing of Lee. I texted 
to my mother that I could not imagine a Singapore 
without Lee, a sentiment shared by many and in-
spired the hashtag #noyewnous. Singapore and 
Lee are inextricably linked. This is the man respon-
sible for transforming a poor, fishing village into a 
flourishing modern metropolis, a Garden City, an 
economic powerhouse, a multiracial society. He 
helped put Singapore on the world map, how else 
could one explain why a tiny country with a popu-
lation of almost 5.5 million sharing a 700 sq. km. 
island attracts such international attention3. The line 
up of foreign dignitaries from over 20 countries that 
attended the state funeral was impressive: China 
Vice-President Li Yuanchao, Japanese Prime Min-
ister Shinzo Abe, South Korean President Park 
Guen-Hye, Australian Prime Minister Tony Abbott, 
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, former United 
States President Bill Clinton, and former US Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger to name but a few4 . 
The long lines of Singaporeans who endured up to 
10 hours of waiting in the hot sun to pay their last 
respects is a testament to the man. Although Lee 
will not be here to celebrate as Singapore marks 50 
years of independence in August , he will live on in 
his institutions: “To those who seek Mr. Lee Kuan 
Yew’s monument, Singaporeans can reply proudly 
‘look around you.’”5

Thank you, Mr. Lee, for all you have done for Sin-
gapore. You will be missed. 

shan lee ‘16

REMEMBERING LEE KUAN YEW, 
SINGAPORE’S FOUNDING FATHER
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
 

MARJORIE 
LIU

NY TIMES 
BESTSELLING 
NOVELIST, ATTORNEY, 
AND WRITER OF 
ASTONISHING 
X-MEN

shan lee ‘16

MARJORIE LIU IS NOT ONLY AN ATTORNEY AND NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF OVER 
twenty novels; the talented and prolific writer is also only woman of color currently writing for Marvel Comics.  After grad-
uating from law school and passing the bar, she decided to forgo a career in law to do what she had truly wanted to do 
her entire life — write. Her work includes paranormal romance novels such as Tiger Eye and the Dirk & Steele series, 
urban fantasy series Hunter Kiss, and in terms of comics: X-23, Black Widow, Dark Wolverine, NYX, and Astonishing 
X-Men. She recently made history by penning the first gay wedding storyline in mainstream comics, working on Aston-
ishing X-Men #51, and was nominated for a GLAAD Media Award for outstanding media images of the lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender community. She currently resides in Boston and will be a guest lecturer this fall at MIT, teach-
ing “the sweet art of comic book writing.” GA had a chance to catch up with Liu and discuss her experience as an Asian 
American woman in the world of comics, the transition from law to writing, and what’s in store for her readers. 

I read everything growing up, but what always moved me as a reader 
was that delicious mix of the fantastic and romantic.  Magic, adventure, 

monsters, mayhem — I adored it all — but pour in love, passion, heart-
break, intimacy and longing, and a book would have me forever.  That’s 

why I began writing paranormal romances in the first place — I 
wrote what I loved to read — and that hasn’t changed very 

much in the last ten years.  

  There’s an element of romance in my comics, too, but I didn’t start  
   reading those until I was in college, with a comic book store just an easy walk down 

the street.  I loved the animated X-Men cartoon on Fox (this was back in the 90’s), and so mutant superheroes were 
already part of my fan vocabulary – but comics?  That took a little longer.
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WHAT DID YOU LIKE 

TO READ WHEN YOU WERE       

GROWING UP? FANTASY, SCI-

FI, ROMANCE? WHEN DID YOU 

FIRST GET INTO COMICS?
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Chinese culture was – and is 
-- a huge part of my life.  From 
the time I was little I was always 
around my Chinese grandparents 
(they owned a laundry – how 

much more stereotypically Chinese immigrant can you get?), cousins, aunts – always in Chinatown, watching Chinese 
films, eating and cooking the food, hearing the language, studying the history.  Not in a conscious, dedicated way – it was 
just part of my daily life.  I took it for granted, really – at the time I didn’t think of my upbringing as specifically Chinese.  My 
dad is Chinese and my mom is white, so there was a mix of traditions and cultures. But in hindsight, my upbringing was 
very Chinese, in ways that I didn’t understand or even appreciate until much later.  And yes, there were all the traditional 
academic expectations, too: doctor or lawyer!  

Still, it wasn’t until I was eighteen or so that I was able to travel overseas – first to Taiwan, and then to China.  Those 
extended trips had a profound effect on me.  I’d never experienced being Chinese in that way before – for the first time 
I was fully immersed in a culture and language that was both familiar, but also just intensely more: more vibrant, more 
present, more inclusive and nuanced than anything I’d previously experienced or imagined. An Asian kid growing up in 
America can’t help but observe his or her culture through a Western filter, which can deform and alter our perceptions of 
our relative cultures – and, by extension, ourselves.  At least, that was the case for me.  Going to Taiwan and China more 
or less hit the “reset” button – suddenly I was attached to my identity as a Chinese American in ways that I hadn’t been 
before.   

My favorite memory?  There are so many.  But when I lived in Shanghai I’d wake up early every morning and walk down 
the street to write at a coffee shop – and that ten minute stroll through the old residential neighborhood was always 
magical.  It’s the little things, right?  Watching grandparents take their grandkids to school; stores opening up, food stalls 
selling breakfast; the stray cats; the smells in the air and listening to people arguing.  I loved it all.

It’s hard to quantify.  Yes, there’s been 
a profound influence, but I think I’m 
only just beginning to consciously tap 
that part of me. Before, it almost felt 
too intimate – I wrote fantasy because 
that created some creative distance 
that allowed my unconscious to play 

out all my feelings of what it means to be biracial – an “other”.  My characters are always racial others, of a kind – not 
quite human, but searching for that human connection: love, trust, friendship, acceptance.  And I think that mirrored my 
experience growing up – in ways that I couldn’t have articulated if you’d asked me outright.

As for my college major and minor – those are an extension of pre-existing interests.  So yes, I’ve been able to tap into 
those studies – but I think the more profound effect came from law school.  The discipline I had to learn in those three 
years, all the different ways of thinking about the world and people, have added a logical, detail-oriented element to my 
process that wouldn’t have otherwise existed. 

CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR UPBRINGING IN 
A CHINESE AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD? WHAT WAS 

YOUR EXPERIENCE LIVING IN CHINA? WHAT WAS 
YOUR FAVORITE MEMORY FROM THAT TIME?

HOW HAS YOUR ASIAN AMERICAN BACK-
GROUND INFLUENCED THE TYPE OF STORIES 
YOU TELL? YOU ALSO MAJORED IN EAST 

ASIAN LANGUAGES AND MINORED IN BIOMED-
ICAL ETHICS, HAVE THEY COME INTO PLAY IN 

YOUR WRITING PROCESS?
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Doctor or lawyer!  That was 
the family decree!   I think 
most children of immi-
grants know how powerful 
that is.  Fortunately, I loved 
law school – and I’m deeply grateful that I’m a lawyer, even if I don’t practice anymore.  

Passion, though, gave me the courage to go in a different direction with my career: passion for writing, telling stories.  Of 
course, if I hadn’t sold my novel less than a year after graduating from law school, I’m not sure I would have transitioned 
quite so quickly from lawyer to full-time writer.  Nor is that something I would recommend to most people.  I had a four-
book contract, and my family was very supportive of my decision.  That’s not always the case.  

Being a writer, or an artist of any kind, is full of risk.  Every career has risks, of course, but writing for a living is unpredict-
able.  Chances are good you’ll never publish – and even if you do sell your novel, don’t expect that it’ll be an overnight 
success, or that you’ll earn enough to write full-time.  I hate to sound like a downer, but having a backup plan – as in, a 
job that pays the bills – is a must.  I got lucky right off the bat, and that’s not normal.  Of course, I didn’t think about any of 
this while dreaming about being a writer.  And even if I had known about all the business and financial hurdles that writ-
ers face, it wouldn’t have stopped me.  I would have found a way to keep telling stories.

 It’s hard to quantify.  Yes, there’s been a profound influence, but I 
think I’m only just beginning to consciously tap that part of me.  Before, it 

almost felt too intimate – I wrote fantasy because that created some creative 
distance that allowed my unconscious to play out all my feelings of 
what it means to be biracial – an “other”.  My characters are always 
racial others, of a kind – not quite human, but searching for that 

human connection: love, trust, friendship, acceptance.  And I think that 
mirrored my experience growing up – in ways that I couldn’t have 

  articulated if you’d asked me outright.

 As for my college major and minor – those are an extension of pre-existing interests.  So yes, I’ve been able to 
tap into those studies – but I think the more profound effect came from law school.  The discipline I had to learn in those 
three years, all the different ways of thinking about the world and people, have added a logical, detail-oriented element to 

I’m actually working on my own creator-owned series, a book called Monstress that will be published later this summer.  
It’s drawn by Japanese artist, Sana Takeda, and takes place in an alternate 1900’s earth where a girl discovers she has a 
psychic connection with a monster.  It’s my favorite book so far. 

But I also have favorites from my Marvel 
work.  I loved writing X-23 and Black Wid-
ow, and Astonishing X-Men.  

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO APPLY TO LAW SCHOOL, AND 
WHAT CAUSED YOU TO CHANGE YOUR CAREER PATH? 
WHAT WAS THE MOST CHALLENGING PART ABOUT THE 

TRANSITION FROM LAW INTO WRITING? 

WHAT IS THE FAVORITE COMIC BOOK SERIES 
YOU HAVE WORKED ON? HAVE YOU EVER 

THOUGHT ABOUT CREATING YOUR OWN SE-
RIES/CHARACTER, OR CONVERTING ONE OF 
YOUR NOVELS INTO A COMIC BOOK SERIES 
AS THEY DID WITH NORTHANGER ABBEY?
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WHAT DREW YOU 

TO COMICS? CAN YOU 

TELL US ABOUT THE PRO-

CESS OF HOW EACH ISSUE IS 

PRODUCED?
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I’ve had a great experience 
at Marvel, with wonderful 
opportunities.  And, I’ve also 
received emails from readers 
telling me to “go back to Chi-

na, you slant-eyed chink bitch.”  So, I suppose I could say that I’ve learned how to deal with the simultaneous pleasures 
and pains of being a woman of color who is writing mainstream comics.

The thing is, people of color are the present and future of this country.  That reality, however, hasn’t caught up with the 
comic book industry, especially at Marvel and DC.  What I’d like to see are less characters of color written by white men, 
and more people of color writing comics.  That’s what I call diversity and inclusion. 

It’s vitally important for women of color to use their voices – in all areas, of course, not just in writing comic books.  But 
storytelling is a powerful tool.  Things are changing, but with diverse voices that change will happen even sooner.  There 
are many opportunities: women are deeply engaged in the comic book industry – as readers, writers, artists, editors. It’s 
hard to break-in, but not impossible: start with learning the fundamentals of scripting, and art; start with telling a story; 
start with passion and faith.  You can do this.  Trust me, I’ve been there, at the very beginning. And 
there are countless young women out there who will thank you and be 

WHAT SUPERPOWER WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE FOR ONE 
DAY? 
The ability to heal!

WHAT SONG IS CURRENTLY STUCK IN YOUR HEAD? 
The last song I listened to: Billy Joel’s “It’s All About Soul”

WHAT IS THE LAST BOOK YOU REALLY LOVED? 
Pure Beauty: Judging Race in Japanese American Beauty Pag-
eants by Rebecca Chiyoko King-O’Riain

WHICH LITERARY/FICTIONAL CHARACTER DO YOU HAVE A CRUSH ON? 
Oh, gosh – there are so many. Vincent (from the original 80’s television show, Beauty and the Beast), John Wick (Keanu 
Reeves still has it), Gambit …

 WHAT IS YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE TV SHOW?  
No guilt, just all pleasure!  I love watching Game of Thrones, Outlander, Sleepy Hollow, Orphan Black – all the good genre 
stuff.  

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE ASIAN WRITER? 
Maxine Hong Kingston, Natsuo Kirino, Tash Aw, and more.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CUISINE? 
I love Chinese food.  Give me dumplings!  

FINALLY, IF YOU COULD TRAVEL BACK IN TIME, WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE YOUR COLLEGE-AGED 
SELF?  
“Don’t worry so much.  For real.  Just keep doing what you love.” 

@marjoriemliu http://marjoriemliu.com/

WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE AS THE ONLY WOMAN 
OF COLOR CURRENTLY WRITING COMICS AT MAR-
VEL? WHAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE THERE FOR WOM-

EN TO ENTER SUCH A MASCULINE INDUSTRY?

  
NOW FOR SOME FUN!
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my mother will find me
by陳慧瑩 (bernice chan)

we are so lost.
we are so afraid to say where we’re really from
i’m from brooklyn, asshole, grew up here 
what? i don’t look american enough for you?
english too good for you? 
but why do we even want to be american?
i was born on this soil, but this soil was not mine to be born into. 
it was stolen.
plundered and massacred, pried from bloody native hands,
i don’t want to be american. 
do not call me american. 
i refuse to take part in the ‘melting pot,’ ‘tossed salad’ where no matter the metaphor,
there is always the white man with his chef hat, white apron 
in control of what’s cooked and who gets to eat. 
you are a good american as long as you forget your people’s histories, 
that’s what they have planned for you in school after all. 
you are a good american if you look your parents in the eyes and ask, 
‘why do you keep speaking in english when it’s so broken?’
america taught me well.
no matter how many generations my people are born here, they will see my complexion, 
my skin color that has no name (no, it’s not fucking yellow)
they will still compliment me on my english 
and i will take offense because when will they accept my english is perfect because i was born 
here. i’m from here.

but when will i realize there’s no such thing? 
why am i so quick to defend a tongue that has caused my father so much pain?
his coworkers do not see his wit because his pronunciation sounds like shards of glass against their 
ears, the joke in itself. 
his boss does not see him worthy of promotion because he cannot get past his accent
as if accents accentuating one’s origin is a disgrace.

so i am not from here.
i will never be from here. 
my mother, grandmother, 
all these people who look like me, 
we are not from this land. 

i don’t know what my mother looks like. 
she calls to me, 
she calls to me across oceans, 
in a tongue that winds through hong gnen gai’s bakeries 
from one table to the next
it circles around the child holding her mother’s hands walking out of koong see dai ha, saying 
gnoy gem met oh hok how hok jaw, 
my mother calls to me. 

but in my mind, my imagination simply goes back to google images of rice paddies 
of roads and people drawn wagons
i have not been home. 
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and so when you ask me
where are you from?
where are you really from? 
my tongue darts back ‘brooklyn, new york’ because that is the easier answer
but my heart whispers, 
i have never been home. 

why is there shame to say i am from blistered hands from the fields, 
gone soft after years of living 
why are you so afraid?
when they taunt ‘go back to china!’ 
to say, ‘i would, but i don’t have the money or know enough to relatives to be able to.’
or perhaps, ‘i would, but my parents have embodied the middle-class [white] values of america 
and have distanced themselves from home. because it is too painful to remember all that was 
lost across oceans.’
‘i’m from here’ is not good enough anymore. 

台山hai gnoy goy jing sik ook kee
gnoy ga mah mee deh dee doo gong 
gnoy mo yee see fan hooy.

why does no one want the land
why does going back symbolize 
back to the poverty 
the farmlands
why is home something to escape?

we shed our histories to adopt this american identity 
all the more vehemently when they tell us to get out. 
but this chinese hyphen american is an abomination to my hoi san identity.
this hyphen is the slant the boys made when they pull back their eyes to imitate what they saw as 
mine
i used to be grateful that i was born with double eyelids so my eyes would not be chinky. 
i used to be proud that my english was not accented like the other f.o.bs.
get this fucking hyphen off my name. 

why can’t we be here
why can’t we be here and acknowledge that this was not our land to be born into 
why can’t we know where home truly is 
you don’t have to have physically been there 
but that is where your ancestors lie
generations, hundreds, millions of years before we were pulled to this continent
the soul of the world calls me back home. 
my mother will find me. 

Bernice 慧瑩 Chan is a Toisanese writer, activist and scholar. She created her own Ethnic Studies 
Major, the first at Wellesley, and is part of a student movement demanding the administration insti-
tutionalize it. She is currently making time to decolonize her mind and de-center the everyday de-

mands of this institution from her being. She is striving for the day she can visit her parents’ villages 
in Toisan, and one where English is not the only language that fluently rolls off her tongue. 
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